
  Signs of autism in Toddlers    
 

1. Delayed Speech 
 
   If your child is not saying full sentences or asking simple question. This can be a 
sure sign of autism or just a speech delay. But most likely it autism. If you need to 
find a speech therapist for your child hears a very helpful link…… Find a Therapist. 
 
 

2.  Obsessive Interest 
 
For instance my son is obsessed with cars. Meaning he like lining them up by color 
and sometimes it a little too much cause he feels needs someone to buy him a car 
every time we leave the house. 

 
3.  Repetitive Behavior  

 
Repetitive behavior is a child doing something over and over again and sometimes 
they get stuck in it. For example Laughing is one; Sometimes my son gets so caught 
up in his laugh that I literally have to tell him to go turn off the light or something 
to get out of it.   
 

4.  Lack Of Empathy  
 
Not every child has this sign. I know because my son doesn’t show this. When people 
a who are hurt or crying he either says are you okay or pats you on the back. If he 
hurts you by accident he may say sorry not because I taught him but that’s  his 
natural reaction.  
 



                          
 

5.  Poor Imitational Behavior  
 
Poor imitation skills in an autism child can be a child can’t imitate you do. But this 
is not in every autism child. I know because my son doesn’t lack in this.  

 
6.  Using a Parent’s Hand To Communicate  

 
Autism children will guide their parents hands to what they want because they 
can’t speak on what they want.  
 

7.  Lack Of Social Interaction  
 
They lack to interact with other kids. When they go to a park or something of that 
nature they will avoid interacting with other kids or people in general.  
 
 
                                      
 
 
                             I will add more as I do more research  
 


